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Jim Hooper’s
Nemo Jumbo Rising

Cards
Available Again with a SPECIAL
BONUS DVD-PAUL DANIELS (Great Britain’s Most
Famous Magician) does a performance of one of the
greatest rising card effects of this century.

STEVENS MAGIC IS THE EXCLUSIVE US
DISTRIBUTORS FOR THE VERY COMMERCIAL
AND FAMOUS KEN BROOKE MAGIC RANGE
SINCE 1982.

Quite possibly the greatest of all jumbo rising cards! NO
electronics! NO motors! NO batteries! Made famous by
Ken Brooke, Roy Johnson and Paul Daniels. This is
entertainment at its finest!

Three jumbo cards rise out of the houlette-one at a time
and in three different ways! Cards are selected. A Perspex
houlette is fully examined and cards placed inside. The
first card rises up mysteriously from the houlette and is
confirmed by the first spectator. A silk or handkerchief
is draped over the houlette for the second card rise. The
Magi whistles or plays a tune on a magic flute and the
selected card rises up under the silk! Now for the “Finale”
…the third and final card is placed into a simple envelope
and this is placed into the houlette. The spectator tells
the envelope to rise! The envelope then rises up out of
the houlette. The spectator commands the envelope to
open… and the flap of the envelope slowly opens. With
the spectator still holding the houlette in their hands,
they command the card to rise up out of the envelope
and unbelievably; it does RISE up and out of the
envelope.

Here’s what you get...A newly designed clear Perspex
Houlette, deck of jumbo cards, gimmicked envelopes,

silk handkerchief, magic flute and a “mindreading machine” for comedy. Also
included, of course, is the fully illustrated instructions manual, complete with additional
handling tips and performing advice from the late, great Ken Brooke. Plus a superb
carrying case to protect this miracle. BONUS DVD featuring Paul Daniels as
well! See Paul’s performance on our site, see videoclips.

$295

Ken Brooke Magic Range
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Controlling The Dice!
Trevor Lewis’s

Para Dice
A brilliant, new concept in mentalism and magic!
Hard to believe but true!

Mentalism is certainly a popular form of
entertainment in today’s world.  Stories and
routines centered around gambling are
equally of great interest to modern audiences.
Combining mentalism with gambling has
always been a popular favorite of the world’s
top mentalists.

From the creative mind of Trevor Lewis, Stevens Magic Emporium is proud to
re-introduce to the magic community, “Para Dice.”  This is a highly effective
routine featuring picture cards of pairs of dice and utilizing a never-before-seen
principle.  The performer writes down a prediction of a number, the paper is
folded, and is then placed in full view of the audience.  The prediction is never
again touched by the performer.  Several “dice cards” are shown to the audience,
each pair of dice totaling a different value.  The cards are shuffled and one is
chosen.  It is truly a free selection as no “forcing” is required.  The prediction is
opened by an audience member, the number is read aloud, and the chosen “dice
card” is revealed.  The numbers match!

“I have never in my 45 years in magic, seen this principle!!”
 --Joe Stevens

This is a Great Optical Illusion!   $35

Don’t forget to signup for SME Flashes!
Lots of great discounts, coupons & specials!

**This gets the Oscar Award for BEST**This gets the Oscar Award for BEST**This gets the Oscar Award for BEST**This gets the Oscar Award for BEST**This gets the Oscar Award for BEST
New Concept in Magic!**New Concept in Magic!**New Concept in Magic!**New Concept in Magic!**New Concept in Magic!**
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Available Again!
Auke Van Dokkom Version...

Tommy Wonder
Card In Ring Box

3 Styles
IMPORTANT:  Do not purchase this effect unless you
already own the Tommy Wonder Books.  There are
no instructions with this item, the detailed
instructions are found in the Books of Wonder.

Loosing Auke Van Dokkum was a blow for many.  Auke
asked us to provide him a specific number of Tommy
Wonder Card Boxes.  He asked us because his search
for a craftsman capable of making this often demanded
item featured in The Books Of Wonder, Volume 1,Page
141, (to the attention to detail Auke demanded) wasn’t
fulfilled.

It’s inarguable that Auke was an excellent steward in
continuing the legacy of Tommy Wonder, but equally in
making sure that items put out in Tommy’s name
maintain the quality standard that Tommy demanded
and deserves. Finally, Auke found
the right craftsman who
painstakingly replicated to
the exacting standards this

item piece by piece. Not only has this feat been
accomplished but done so in beautiful native and exotic
hardwood in limited editions

Additional Due Diligence & Certification:  Auke provided us with computer
generated sheets and other specific details. While we would like to detail for you
the exact specifics associated in creating these boxes, the very nature of our research
and in respect to Auke’s legacy we cannot do so.  Suffice to say... We had our
Tech1 at Stevens Magic, Shawn Reida, analyze the finished product using his
(micrometer) millimeter gage and he concurred the box is made to the exacting
standards as is featured in the book.  Each piece comes with a certificate of
authenticity, and the number for the limited edition series sold by Stevens
Magic.

Available in...
1. Walnut with thin rock hard Maple inlay.
2. Walnut with wide rock hard maple inlay
       & raised top.
3. Cocobolo with thin rock hard Maple inlay.

 $150 each

11111

22222

33333
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Cleverly Done!
Jambor’s
Stasis

A BALANCE BORROWED
OBJECTS, CLOSE-UP AND
IMPROMPTU WITH STASIS!

From the mind of Jambor and produced
by Abstract Effects, the team behind
tricks such as “Snapped” and “Blade,”
comes their highly anticipated,
impossible balancing effect: Stasis!

Stasis is a brand-new utility device that allows you to balance borrowed objects, in
your hands or your spectator’s hands, creating a balancing tower that can collapse
on command; the magician is in full control.

Ready to perform right out of the box.  Comes with two precisely-made, high-
strength gimmicks for different balances. Beginner friendly but can be taken to
new heights for advanced performers. Includes multiple, separate, in-depth
instructional videos. Magnets included, but not needed to achieve the balance.
Get creative—balance everyday objects at a moment’s notice!

 $55
Ken Brooke Creation...

Kaps’ Floating Cork
The performer sets a wood box on the table.
When he opens it, an ordinary wine cork is
seen inside.  At the performer’s command,
the cork begins to quiver and slowly rises out
of the box.  The cork floats and moves above
the box.  The performer brings out a 3-inch
ring, which he passes over, under and around
the floating cork!  The cork slowly returns to
the box.

We are proud to re-
release this classic item.
Made famous by the legendary Fred Kaps. Levitation
is one magic’s greatest tricks and effects. Nothing creates a
sense of disbelief and “awe” like this great effect.  Comes
complete with box, cork, ring, Fearson Thread Bullet (plus
extra thread), Fearson Wax and detailed instructions.

See Kaps’ Demo on YouTube!
$60
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Unique Offerings!
Visualies Gaff  System

This isn’t just another gaff deck, it’s a whole
new system—a totally new way to approach
gaff cards. Contained within are 17
core visual concepts. They’re not just
amazing standalone tricks, you can
combine nearly all of the effects into a
cohesive routine. Unlike other gaff decks,
we’ve focused on just a couple of key cards,
mainly the Queen of Hearts, but also the 4
of Clubs, allowing you to combine the
various tricks like never before. There are
enough face cards of different values that
enable you to spread to show a ‘fair’ deck,
should the need arise. With this system,
we’ve engineered cutting-edge magical

illusions while keeping the handling simple. All of the effects are easily achievable
with a bit of practice, regardless of your skill level. We have a host of tutorials that
cover each concept and offer easy-to-advanced handlings for each concept. We’ve
also applied classic plots such as Triumph, Twisting the Aces, Transpositions,
Sandwiches and Torn & Restored.   Highly Recommended.

 $30
Slate Of  Me Sly Wun

A unique, novelty card effect that goes over with any
audience. Things like Ken Brooke’s Baby Gag or Driebeck
Die fit the bill perfectly. But here is another prop that is
worth its weight in always getting a laugh that it easy to do
and comical. Even better, it packs flat and plays big.  This
effect is easy to do and garners excellent entertainment for
your audience.

A spectator is invited on stage and asked to take any card
from a deck and, without looking at it, to place it in his
pocket. Magician then shows a prediction written in
Chinese, which, of course, the audience cannot read!
Magician claims he will translate the message into English
and does so by turning the large slate on which the message
appears. The Chinese writing is seen to change and to
read the “Eight of Hearts.” Magician pretends to hear
someone say that they still cannot read the message? He
then turns the slate over and on the reverse side is a GIANT
Eight OF HEARTS! For the final punch, the spectator is
asked to remove the card from his pocket and to name it.
It is the EIGHT OF HEARTS!

$30
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Simple, Yet Effective!

Chicken To Egg
The magician again rolls up the poster, after having show clearly and slowly both
sides of it. But the magician make a magical gesture and from the previously
shown empty poster now comes an egg! A chickens egg How can that be? The
magician, once again, opens up the poster slowly and clearly shows it to the
audience! And then again rolls it up and opens the other side—every part of the
color poster is exposed and shown to the audience and all that is seen again is the
colorful image of the chicken.  But yet again the magician then reaches into the
rolled up poster and produces yet another chicken’s egg! This is the second egg
that has been produced from air! But it doesn’t stop there! That’s right—the magician
can again, for the third time—produce another egg!

But like all great magic—there has to be a finale! The poster is rolled up a final
time; however, when the poster is unrolled for the fourth time—there is a personal
message from the Magic Chicken reading—THANK YOU!

 $25
Credit Card Lock Picking Set

5-Pieces
Forget about carrying credit cards! You won’t need any
when you have this credit card 5-piece lock picking
set.  This is a neat compact set of lock picks that are
concealed in a sliding plastic two-piece unit. Comes in a
carboard box.

Disclaimer: These picks are made for specific types of locks only, the above intro
was of course all comedy. Every magician loves lockpicks and if Houdini were alive
today—he would order these by the dozens!

 $12.50
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Highly Anticipated!
Joao Miranda & Pierre

Valarde’s
Spectro Touch

The PK Touch is one of mentalism’s
most powerful effects, where a
spectator feels they’re being touched
while the performer is some distance
away.  Now the performer can

perform this effect standing up, using a 100% self-contained diabolical method, at
a moment’s notice, and at a distance of up to 20 meters. João Miranda joined
forces with Pierre Velarde, a famous mentalist from Peru, who kept his secret
underground since he created it over 15 years ago. With it, he won first prize in
the invention category.

NO VIBRATIONS. NO MAGNETS. NO THREADS.
NO STOOGES. NO SPECIAL CHAIRS.

Some of the special features of Spectro Touch are:  Small gimmick that
you can easily palm and activate thanks to the included custom remote control.
No vibrations or threads are used at anytime.  Programmable time delay from the
moment the remote is pressed to the gimmick activation. VOR technology, a João
Miranda well-known staple in every electronic device his company produces. When
the remote is pressed, it vibrates, alerting the performer that the button was really
pushed, and the radio wave was sent.  Both the remote and gimmick are USB
rechargeable. Battery level indication of both the remote and gimmick. One charge
lasts for 500+ performances

 $199
Joao Miranda & Pierre

Valarde’s
Spectro Touch Toe

Switch
IMPORTANT: This product is an
ACCESSORY ONLY! It is NOT the complete
product.  Repeat: This is only an OPTIONAL
(But highly recommended one at that) Accessory for the Spectro Touch Unit sold
above!

If you wish to control your Spectro Touch totally hands free and/or without the
programming delay, you can choose to control it via a custom-designed Toe Switch.
The package includes an insole, a custom-designed switch with the proprietary
male connector and several accessories as well.  An explanation video on how to
install it is included so that you can activate the gimmick with your foot in no time.

 $40
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Incredible & Ingenious

Lubor Fiedler’s
Red Hot Wire

A great novelty, magic effect which shows the magician holding an element wire,
just as one would find in a hardware store.  He holds this between his hands...
SUDDENLY IT APPEARS TO GLOW, SOMEHOW RECEIVING AN
ELECTRICAL CHANGE!  Check our  website for COLOR photo!

It looks RED HOT! Just as suddenly the impulses go and the wire returns to
being COLD BLACK again!  You will have much fun with this sweet gimmick.

 Limite ONE Unit Per Customer!   Low Inventory!  $20

Joao Miranda & Ramon
Amaral’s

Astonishing Bottle
From the creative mind of João Miranda,
together with Ramon Amaral, arrives the perfect
opener for parlor or stage.

The magician introduces a bottle full of orange
juice and places it inside of a bag. After a magical
pass, the juice bottle transforms into a bottle of
Coke!  Then the magician rips the bag apart…
the orange juice bottle has disappeared without
a trace, and the bag can be 100% examined!

Astonishing Bottle uses a new method in
magic, bringing a breath of fresh air to an old classic.  Keep in mind: No latex
bottles are used. No body loads of any kind. Super easy to perform. The gimmick
does all the work for the magician. The bag is 100% empty at the end. The orange
juice bottle can be completely examined before the performance. The effect can
be performed in close-up conditions, just inches away from the audience.

Stevens Magic highly endorses and guarantees that you will be impressed
with Astonishing Bottle.  If you’re even thinking about purchasing this
product—JUST DO IT!

 $80
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Ton Onosaka’s Card Miracle

Coin Purses
Ton is one of the most humble and truly magical person’s
in magic!  He is also known as one of magic’s greatest
creative thinkers and craftsman of fine products.  When
it comes to coin purses—there are none better than the
Onosaka Coin Purses.  Don’t be fooled by knock-offs.
They are just the right size for carrying those few special
coins you always want in your pockets.  They are
constructed of the finest and softest leather as only Ton
can make.  These purses now come in three sizes.
Get them now!

 Regular (Pressure Release)...$20
Large (Snap Release)...$22.50

Two Kings
Based on an Atsukawa Masao
application. Interactive, highly
visual with a perplexing ending.
Performer produces two
envelopes, one red and one black.
In the black envelope is a jumbo
blue-backed king of clubs. In the
red envelope, a jumbo red-backed
king of hearts. Both cards have
been cut into six individual pieces
like a jigsaw puzzle. The magician

removes the pieces from the envelopes one at a time, and solves the puzzle so that
the audience sees the two face-up Kings, as seen in the above photo.

Next, he collects the pieces from both cards and turns them over, so the audience
clearly sees all the blue-backed pieces and all the red-backed pieces.  The puzzle is
once again solved this time showing the backs of the jumbo cards.

Now the magician turns the puzzle pieces over to their face-up side, and asks a
spectator to solve the same puzzle the magician did moments ago.  The spectator
is able to solve all but ONE piece from BOTH cards. Leaving two pieces that
clearly do NOT match?

The puzzle therefore is NOT solved.  The magician takes the two opposing non
fitting pieces and switches each piece to the other card. Behold – the puzzled is
now SOLVED!    The mystery being each of those two non-fitting pieces – has the
wrong color back! Meaning the one red-backed piece is a perfect match with the
blue-backed card! Conversely, the one blue-backed piece that solved the other
card, all has red backed pieces?  How is this possible?

$25
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Onoaka’s Best Sellers!

Harmony
Coins

Dollar Size Available
You receive FOUR coins and ONE
expanded shell.  Carefully paying
attention to detail, Ton has rounded
the edges of the square hole in each
coin to form a circle.  This allows
you to place the expanded shell
anywhere on the coin for a perfect
fit.  Beautiful black and gold color
design provides excellent contrast.
AKA Japanese Wave Coins.

Dollar...$85 Morgan Dollar shown for size comparison
only, does not come with set!

BONUS:  While supplies last.  DVD of J.B. Bobo teaching a coins across effect
that can be performed using these coins.

Phil Goldstein’s
Mind’s Eye Deck

The performer displays a deck of about
40 cards.  They are blank on the backs
(so they cannot be marked).  On the
face of each card is a different, simple
drawing.  The pack is shuffled.  The
performer turns his back and a
spectator is instructed to cut the pack,
remove the card cut to and replace the
rest of the cards in their box.  The
spectator concentrates on the drawing
on the chosen card, then pockets it.
Before the performer turns around, he
begins to accurately describe the
selected image.  Taking a pad of paper,
the performer make a sketch, which
proves to be an exact duplicate of the
chosen design.

$35
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Onosaka Miracles!

Check It Out
A bunch of red and white paper rectangles
transform instantly into a giant checkered
sheet!  Made of special “no tear” paper you can
use over and over.  Plays to small and large
audiences alike!  This is something you will get
great value from with respect to the price.  Perfect
example of packs flat plays big!

$20

Bananapple
Giant plastic cards with appearing silk-
screened fruit.  A really cute routine in which
the audience cannot follow the position of
the bananas and the apple.  In the end, all
that’s left of the apple is the core!  Two clever
gimmicks do the trick!

Excellent quality as you would expect from
Ton Onosaka!

$49.50

Fishbowl Mystery
A refreshing twist on sucker effects.  The
performer shows a plaque with a picture of a
fishbowl containing two goldfish.  The fish seem
to vanish when the plaque is passed behind his
back.  The audience is not impressed by this,
but are amazed when the fish have vanished
from both sides of the plaque and a smiling,
well-fed cat appears in their place.  Plays for
all ages.  Silkscreened and laminated.  Fast and
easy magic.

$47.50

Q:  Who is that man in the photo?
A: Fred Becker
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Getting Their Attention!

Georges Proust’s
Paper To Bill

A sample routine would be to walk up to a
person and state that you found this piece of
paper on the floor next to them. You ask if it
belonged to them and naturally, they say “no”.
You reply, “Would you mind then if I kept
it?”  And again, the answer is “no”.  You
take the blank piece of paper (which you show
on both sides), and magically the blank paper
turns into a dollar bill.  You will always get a
great reaction when you perform this.

A classic in magic that has been crafted
meticulously.  The quality of the piece in
terms of construction and consistency sets a
standard. You’ll wish everything you ever
received would be so well put together.
Constructed of heavy-duty materials so you
can perform it many times.  Well worth
the money.

 A Stevens Magic Top Seller!             $15

Tom Yurasits’
Confusing Crayons

Topsy Turvy for a new generation—that is
exactly what this fantastic item provides. It
is ideal for birthday magic, but certainly
shouldn’t be limited to it. Anytime you want
to incorporate a solid, comical routine into
your show—this should be considered. Not
only does it provide laughs, but also it’s
“interactive” allowing you and a lucky
spectator (i.e., birthday child perhaps) the
opportunity to share center stage with the
magician. However, instead of the classic
bottles "you do as I do" bottle routine is done
with large red and yellow crayons! A child
(or adult) follows the magician's every move,
yet his or her crayon is always upside down
while the magician's is right side up. And

get this... the magician can exchange crayons with the spectator at any time, and
it will work with either color! Great routine for children! Beautifully made! A very
colorful prop that packs small but plays big!

 A Classic!   $45
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Creative Miracles
Chris Kenworthey’s

Chinese Prediction
A great mentalism effect that will baffle your
audience! This is the new and improved version,
which allow you to repeat the effect (if so desired)
immediately! The perfect SME style effect for
social engagements or to be used as a great ice-
breaker, or anytime magic will lighten the
atmosphere!

 Mentalist writes a prediction on a piece of paper,
folds it and displays it in full view of audience.
Mentalist then displays an envelope, inside of
which is a sheet of paper the length of the
envelope with six different numbers written across
it.  A spectator is asked to cut the envelope in two

pieces. The paper is removed from both sections of the cut envelope.  It is noticed
that one of the numbers has been cut through. The prediction is then shown to
have correctly predicted which of the six numbers would be cut!  Think about
this!  This is an amazing effect considering the spectator was given
FREE choice as to where to CUT!

 $25
Blake Vogt’s

Number 4 Envelope
This envelope enables you to do miracles! Hand
your spectator the envelope. They open it
themselves and take out any one of FOUR
options. This envelope can covertly conceal 4
different outs. Depending on which way you start
to open the envelope and hand it to your
spectator, they get to do the rest. You can also
use this envelope as an extremely deceptive
switching device for playing cards, pieces of paper
and even money. The possibilities are endless.

The Number 4 Envelope measures 3 x 4
inches and is extremely flat. It is made of black
Tyvek, which is waterproof and tear-proof, so
it will last you thousands of performances. When
you purchase this effect, you will receive one
hand-made gimmicked envelope and an
instructional video. On this video, Blake will guide you through step-by-step how
to use this utility device, as well as teach you three completely thought-out routines
that you can do right away. Add this powerful weapon to your arsenal today.

Highly Recommeded!            $30
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Hidden Gems
Mickael Chatelain’s

Bretzels
What would be the PERFECT effect for everything from
close-up to parlor, to street magic? From the futile mind
of Mickel Chatelain... He dreamt about this for months.
He then came up with the idea more than two years
ago, and today is delighted to bring you this
INCREDIBLE gimmick!

BRETZELS (that is French for pretzels) is so
incredible—it allows you to LINK pretzels together! You
will also be able to link a pretzel with keys, elastic bands,
rings, string or any object with a handle! Your spectators
will go crazy as everything happens inches from their

eyes. How can two solid objects link and unlink at will? You’re not going to
believe this one!

The gimmick, made in France, is really exceptional! Each is made by hand so that
the illusion is PERFECT! Mickael explains all the details so that you finish CLEAN!
You will be able to leave your spectators with two permanently linked pretzels as
a souvenir! The mystery can only deepen!  Comes complete with protective
box, elastic bands, string and directions.

 $40
Little Jimmy’s

PK Stone
The absolute MUST HAVE accessory for
ANY mentalist—is the PK Stone!
C’mon, you can’t deny it!  For Sixth
Sense or Flux or other routine one
can think up!

You asked for a PK Stone/Rock—in
fact you demanded! We busted our butts
and we got it DONE! Then we found out
what you were doing to us is illegal! But
it’s all water under the bridge. And in that
water stream you may find the coveted PK Stone! Or some call it the PK Pet
ROCK! But probably not! No worries —because now you can get one here!

Little Jimmy makes a lot of great PK artifacts, scarabs, skulls, brains, hearts—he
even makes a PK Tiki God—for goodness sakes. But his PK Stone may be the
KING of them all! Want to use other objects for your metal detection devices such as
Sixth Sense? We got you covered. Like all Little Jimmy’s PK artifacts they are
POWERFUL!

Highly Recommeded!     $20
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Color Changing
Rabbit To Genie

The magician introduces his magical rabbit, by
picking up the hat and removing the white rabbit
completely. This magical rabbit shares a unique
ability usually reserved to geckos in the rain forest
in that he can magically change his color!  There
is only one problem—my magical rabbit gets very
nervous in front of a large crowd. He can only
change his color if no one is watching him.  You
put the rabbit back in the hat and pass it around
your back and to the front again. Amazingly, the
rabbit has changed its color to green.

However, the audience doesn’t seem too
impressed.  So you repeat the color change behind
your back, and sure enough it changes color again.
At this point, some of the children start whispering
to each other, doubting the magic. Someone yells
out...“turn around.”  You should be close to a
mutiny with respect to the screams, yells and even
audience members attempting to crash the stage.
You ask point bank... “What would you like me
to do?”  They shout back—turn the hat around!
You start to oblige but state upon doing so the
problem is that there is a little mischievous Genie
that loves to make rabbits vanish. You turn the
hat around. A Genie is now inside the hat, proving
the rabbit has vanished!

Manufactured in America. Great quality
construction in materials and craftsmanship,
bril l iant color contrast modern,
contemporary design. Featuring a slide out
swivel base, that allows for maximum security
during performance, yet easily swivels back
into the base for safe and easy transport
hence the benefit of packing flat.

Approximate dimensions: Top Hat 8.25
inches high by 7.5inches wide.  Rabbit and
Genie 10.5 inches high.  Constructed from
heavy-duty plastic and wood.

$95
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Davenport’s

Mental Ropes
Shawn Reida, Louis Gaynor and
Stevens Magic presents one of the
rarest effects in magic.  Created
first by Al Glennan.

Known the world over and famous
for  makers of magic and
publishers since 1898!  We have
obtained, with permission,
from Ms. Betty Davenport,
London, England, to once
again, produce this famous
clever and original effect!
Mental Ropes is a very magical
rope effect that we are bringing
back from years ago!  It’s original,
self-working, clever with audience
participation and very
entertaining!

You show a brightly-colored
wooden box, in which lies five

different brightly-colored ropes.  Both ends of each rope dangle outside both sides
of the box. A magic wand (or similar such device), is placed cross-sectionally inside
the box across from the ropes. The ends of the wand are thus sticking out of the
box in full view at all times. To prevent interference, a lid is placed on top of the
box covering the ropes and wand.  An audience member is asked to simply select
one of the colored ropes of their choice. They can change their mind if so
desired as the effect plays out!

The remaining ropes that were not selected are pulled out individually.  The spectator
can ALSO choose which colored ropes to remove—and in what order—from the
box. It’s important to highlight the control the spectator has both in choosing the
colored rope they want to remain in the box, and also choosing which ropes are
removed and in what order.  When the lid
is removed, it is revealed that the spectator’s
selected rope is the ONLY one that is tied
around the magic wand that’s been there
from the very beginning!

Complete with cleverly designed box and
rope and wand.

Both Styles, Same Price!   $85

Top Seller—Over 150 Sold!
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Available Again From Gimpy!

Lightning
Math Sticks

This popular pocket trick comes
to the stage in this full-size
version.  And we are predicting
that it will be a BIG HIT!  The
close-up version is a killer effect,
but previously was limited only to
this venue.

Gimpy done and BLOWN IT
UP— Real Good Like!

The audience is shown four
columns with different 4-digit
numbers on each side. The sticks
can be arranged to add up to
thousands of number
combinations. A volunteer mixes
the sticks in any order and places
them on the stand. Immediately
the performer knows what the
total is. The volunteer adds the
numbers and confirms the total
is correct.

The answer/prediction can be
written on a card or blackboard
or announced prior to the
calculation. You can also predict

the number total on the back without ever seeing it.

Use with 2, 3 or 4 sticks. No hard math to remember—if you can subtract 2, you
can do it. Endless types of routines can be done with this versatile prop. The sticks
are 2.25 inches x 12 inches and sit on a hardwood stand. Lightweight but very
durable and built to last. Easily visible from 50-plus feet.

Lightning Fast!    $225

Check out all of Gimpy’s fantastic effects
available at Stevens Magic!
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Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday – Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We’re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas •  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 •  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

UPDATED SHIPPING CHARGES:
Minimum Ship Charges:

$ 0.00 to  $  25.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 25.01 to $  50.00 ....................... $8.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $10.00
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $13.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $15.00

Important Note: The above charges will apply on
the majority of orders. SME reserves the right to
choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the phrase
“minimum ship charge” is included in the above tiers.

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone—Day (_____) ________________

E-Mail Address: _________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

PAYMENT METHOD:

  MasterCard     Visa        Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________
Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Qty TotalItem PriceDescription

Total
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Correct Key
Ted Annemann gave us “7 Keys
To Baldpate,” David DeVal gave
us “7th Key” and now Stevens
Magic presents another
exclusive with “Correct Key.”

The performer shows a padlock
and passes out seven keys to
seven spectators. Each tries his
or her key in the lock. The keys
turn but do not open the lock. The
spectators are each given a small
coin envelope and instructed to
seal their key in it. An eighth key
is brought out. The lock can be
opened only with this one key. It
is also sealed in an envelope. The envelopes are held and shuffled by a spectator.
Another spectator locks the lock and someone picks an envelope. The key is
removed and a spectator now opens the lock with the chosen key.

Comes with several variations on the routine. Quality Master lock and keys.
$85

Stevens Magic Exclusives
Improved

Locking Brass
Ball & Tube

Crafted and turned here in the
USA by Airship Magic.

Incredible craftsmanship the likes you
haven’t seen!

You show a brass tube and a steel ball,
the ball is clearly too large to fit in the
tube. However on your command the

ball slowly sinks down into the tube. Now on your command the ball slowly rises
back to the top of the tube. You now immediately hand out the props for
examination! They will find nothing, and will not be able to get the ball to go into
the tube—it won’t fit.

No switching!  Instant Reset.  Nothing to ditch.  Improved Locking
System.  Can be examined Before and After Performance

Joe says... You MUST buy this product!
$35
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Syouma’s
Magic Cookie Box

The key to using classic ideas is bringing them forward, and
thinking out of the box! Literally because the production
items do indeed come OUT OF THE BOX!  Taking a
classic apparatus and applying modern packaging featuring
incredible quality, vivid imagery and realism! The amount
of items that can be produced are varied and it’s best to
include a mixture of different objects of different size and
shape for maximum effect.

The performer displays a vivid colored cookie box and opens it up to show the box
is empty!  He opens it from the top and also from the sides—the audience completely
sees through the box—proving (unfortunately) it’s empty. No Cookies!  The magician
then closes the box and with a magical gesture reaches inside and produces a
carton of cookies—from the same previously viewed empty cookie box! He
reaches in again and sure enough, produces yet another carton of cookies! While
the production of cookies naturally is the theme—it doesn’t necessary have to be
so. If one wanted they could use other items as well, including silks, decks of cards,
as desired.

Dimensions to the Ad Copy: 8.75 inches High 6.25 inches wide x 2.5 inches
Thick.  Disclaimer:  Box does NOT come with any production items.

 $29.50

Magic From Nagoya

Syouma’s
Rubix Cube Expanded Shell

Magician’s have used expanded shells for many years and
they continue to do so with the degree of reaction and
practicality to achieve visual miracles. Welcome to the newest
edition of the expanded shell to the art of magic—The
Rubix’s Expanded Shell.

Product is available in two options—this one being the green
topped shell—featuring the green colored squared stickers
on it’s top.  Depending on inventory there is also another variation that features
orange stickers on the top.  Comes with  high density, top quality constructed shell
2.25 inches in diameter and matching non-gimmicked Rubix’s Cube.

This is professional designed and constructed, and what you would expect from
the quality of Japanese products. Each unit comes with the the shell and a non-
gimmicked Rubix’s Cube so you with have both the unique gimmick and a standard
Rubix’s Cube that will fit perfectly inside the gimmicked shell.   With a little creativity
and this very unique custom gaff —one could put together an impossile array for
visual close-up illusionary that will have spectators totally baffled, and walking away
never forgetting the moment.

 $35
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House Of Magic Exclusives!
BUMA’S INCREDIBLE HAND-MOLDED PK ARTIFACTS

See website for more detailed photos.  Previously ONLY included with the
complete system now can be purchased individually! Also perfect for effects like
Sixth Sense 3.0, and the popularity in psychic entertainment. Joe received so
many customer requests for BUMA’s PK Props (because they are so unique and
powerful), he asked and Buma said YES!

For a limited time, Buma has agreed to hand-cast these powerful PK
Props and make them available individually.  Make NO MISTAKE!  These
will NOT be available long term. If you’re even thinking that these “may”
be something you could use in the future—no joke—get it NOW! We are
providing FAIR NOTICE—these will NOT be available long term.

What Makes Them Special? Each customize crafted artifact has been hand-
embedded by BUMA with the highest quality Neodymium magnets possible.  All
original Buma design. The scarcity of these props adds to their value.   All are
capable of feats limited to one’s imagination including; gyrating, moving on a flat
table, or under a glass dome, or even in a spectators hand!  Some can actually
swing or turn pointing to a specific area! Some are audible, meaning you can
“hear and see” their psychic movement.  They can be tied with string and animate
in the air!

ALL THESE ARTIFACTS WORK PERFECTLY WITH BUMA’S PK WRIST
AND KNEE MAGNET STIMUALTOR. IF YOU DO NOT ALREADY HAVE
YOU OWN SYSTEM.

Buma’s Ultra
PK Ankh

Hand-crafted to
resemble a carved,
adorned polished in
white Jade and green.
Approximately 1.75
x 1.25 x .25 inches.

$35

Buma’s Ultra
PK Button

Hand-crafted to
resemble an old
button long follen off
a sweater or jacket,
completely innoc-
uous. Approximately .75 x .50 x .25
inches.

$29

Buma’s Ultra
PK Nut

Hand-crafted to
resemble a plastic
nut found at a
hardware store, or

in a children’s toy store.  Approximately
.75 x .75 x .25 inches.

$35
Buma’s Ultra

PK Scarab
Hand-crafted to
resemble a
carved, adorned
and decorated
ancient Egyptian
Scarab.  This uit has incredible “rotation”
ability, as well as an eerie “audible”
quality when it is moving that can easily
be heard.  Approximately 1.25 x 1 x
.75 inches.

$35
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House Of Magic Exclusives!
Buma’s

Ultra N52 Magnet
Wrist Or Knee

Featuring Buma’s custom chosen
N52 Neodymium Magnet.

Hand-encased by Buma in a firm,
yet cushioning cover with four
integral attachment points,
allowing for its custom positioning
on your wrist, knee or other point
of attachment your performance
routine calls for.  Measures a full
2.25 x 1.25 x .75 inches.

Featured by Buma in his personal act, first time made available as a stand alone
purchase.  Limited production, being hand-crafted by Buma himself.

Disclaimer:  Custom Buma PK Artifacts do NOT come with additional PK
System to animate them. This is offered for an addiitonal price, if you do not
alreay have a strong PK hookup. This is an accessory item only!

 $55
Buma’s

Ultra Thumb Tip
Load

Allowing for the inherent features of the
thumb tip to make the impossible
possible...

• Transport  • Produce
• Vanish  •Exchange

Like never before:

• What you want...
• When you want...
• Where you want it...

As never before possible!

Featured by Buma in his personal act,
first time made available as a stand-along
purchase.

Limited production being hand-crafted by Buma.

   Completely Original Prop...$29
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House Of Magic Exclusive!
Buma’s

Ultra Cornucopia
Card

Turns ANY poker-size paper card
box into a Cornucopia of instaneous
magic production!

Produce and pour an audience
member a drink fron your card box
at any time during your act,
immediately follow it up with a silk
production or a similiar-sized
production from the same card box.

Any order of production may come from the card box that you
choose—silk or similar first—then followed by your liquid production
or vice versa.

Productions may be staggered through out your act, single
independent production with the card box being set aside for a
later production or a second production—one right after the other.

Totally self contained!  Always ready to go!

Just slip it into your empty poker-sized card box and load it up
with a drink or your choice and a solid production item of your
choice.

All is no bigger than the card box itself.

Carry it around on your person all day primed for your
performance.

Separate load compartment of both the liquid production as well
as for a silk or similiar-sized item to be produced.

Featured by Buma in his personal act, first time made available as
a stand-alone purchase.

Limited production, being hand-
crafted by Buma.

 $45
Check out all of Buma’s
items on our website!
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
SME Private Brand Decks are
hand-made exclusively for Stevens
Magic by a card expert/grifter.  Why
choose these decks over
commercial options? The
answer is the meticulous attention
to detail and minimal trimming that
only professionals like you would
appreciate. These decks are so good
we field-tested them on
knowledgeable card magicians, and

in the case of the strippers and reverse strippers they had no idea they were
holding a gaffed deck.  Yes they cost more than machine commercial-printed
decks, but only a fraction considering the amount of time and detail being each
deck is hand-made.   See website for complete specs.

Note: These are NOT geared to individuals who do not have already have a
working knowledge of these decks.

SME Reversed Stripper Deck (Red or Blue) ................................ $15.00
If there is one stripper deck that even a magician wouldn’t be able to spot (save for
the great Richard Turner of course), this is it!  This deck has the additional advantage
of being able to detect the spectator’s chosen card merely by dribbling the deck
also!  This additional feature provides a substantial benefit. This is as undercover of
a stripper deck that can be possible.

SME Reverse Svengali Deck (Red or Blue) .................................. $15.00
Hand-made deck, superior quality and with the added feature being that the cards
can be dribbled in front of spectators such that a different card can be seen falling
throughout the dribble.  Don’t try this at home with your standard commercial
Svengali deck.

SME Four Way Pop Eyed Popper (Red or Blue) ............................$16.50
While it has often been stated the standard Pop-Eyed Popper deck is the absolute
best way to force a card without any skill or card-control, this new deck trumps the
standard Pop-Eyed deck, as it allows the magician to force up to FOUR different
cards—if so desired.  While not essential to do all four, it still gives you the power
to force from one to four cards.

SME Belly Stripper (Red or Blue) ....................................................... $27
Unlike previous Belly Strippers, this custom version allows you to shuffle in any
fashion—even FARO shuffles.  There are several mind-numbing effects one can
perform with this custom Belly Stripper Deck. Steve provides you with some of his
favorites in the instructional video tutorial.

Also available are SME Invisible Decks, SME Stripper
Decks, SME Svengali Decks and SME Pop Eyed
Popper Decks—see website for details and prices!
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Stevens Magic Exclusives!
Jumbo King

To Queen
Finally a jumbo changing
card that plays great and
that is affordable!
Purchase a SINGLE
card and it will allow you
to perform all kinds of
routines.

Per former invites a
spectator up to the
platform or stage and
announces that they are to

select a card that will match the Jumbo Card.  The spectator does NOT see the face
of the Jumbo Card!  The performer ONLY shows the Prediction Jumbo Card to
the audience.  Then places the card into a brown paper bag, OR just sets it back
side to the audience on a chair.  Spectator then selects a card from a deck, holds it
up for the audience can see.  Unfortunately, it does NOT match the prediction
shown to the audience! What to do?  The performer brings the Jumbo Card out of
the bag or turns it around from the chair. VIOLA!  The card revealed has changed
to the spectator’s chosen card!  Self-Working, Easy To Do!  Now you can buy
just ONE of the “GAFFED” cards at such a GREAT PRICE!  Cards measure 15-
inches tall x 10.5-inches wide.

2 For...$49.50

Jumbo Comedy
Split Deck

Funny—Fabulous
Comedy

Now you can do your favorite
card trick for the largest audience.
Available in highly visible, jumbo-
size!  Bicycle-backed cards only.
An excellent audience
participation effect.  Laughs—
Suspense—Entertaining—A
prediction—Easy to do!

Split deck with a kicker, “Oh,
Dear,” selected halves don’t
match, but YOUR prediction
does.  Highly entertaining!

  $47.50
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Scott St Clair Exclusive!
Titan Book Tests

Imagine a book test that uses a fully examinable book!
That the spectators can read, cover to cover. That they’ll
WANT to read cover to cover.  That you give out and

never take back (until the effect is over).

No ‘flashback’, this is hands off! No peek,
no gimmick, no switch, no moves.  No
questions and nothing said or written
down.

You don’t need to imagine, TITAN is
here!

Based on Morgan Robertson’s ‘Futilty’,
this book test already has a great
backstory and a timeless hook. This novel
predates the ill-fated Titanic by over a
decade, yet features an unsinkable liner,
the largest in the world, that hits an ice-
berg and sinks. The name of this liner?
The Titan! This, subtly altered, novel is
a talking point in its own right. Add in

the fact that it contains FIVE forces and you have a
winner!

But, TITAN goes further—there is a second novel,
Frankenstein. This book is customised to allow you
to use it in conjunction with the Futility novel, creating
a truly powerful piece of mentalism! In addition, this
second book contains yet another built in force.  Both
books have built in cribs to aid the performer.

But wait, TITAN is the Triple Book Test.

The addition of an ungimmicked dictionary allows the
use of all THREE books in what is an astonishing closer
to any act!  Also included is a special, wallet friendly,
book test based on the TITAN principle that you can
carry with you anywhere.

TITAN comes with an instruction book and link to a
40min video tutorial.  TITAN, the truly Titanic
Triple Book Test!

 Special Introductory Price...$60
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New Scryer Exclusive!
Scryer Elite

By Richard Webster
Neal Scryer—without question has made an indelible
mark in the world of mentalism. Neal, his friends and
peers include the greatest names in the art. Neal has an
almost cult-like following. Additionally, his books,
exclusively produced by Richard Webster – are some of
the most successful in terms of demand, content and
sales. While it all started with the Black Book, it grew
into a variety of other successful “must-have” projects.
The return of Scryer is here and its very
impressive!

With exception of a few downloads, Neal has remained
out of the forefront for years. When asked “if and when” he would write again the
answer was always “only if it was something truly special.” That moment has
arrived. Neal Scryers latest—SCRYERS ELITE—is simply a must have book.
Visually consume the list of contributors—and you will quickly agree that it is very
rare to have a collection of such prolific and respected minds one on project—
William Barclay, Zac Barkowski, Larry Buakin, Steve Drury, Philip
Gangleberger, Helmuth Grunewald, Anthony Jacquin, Max Maven, Sudo
Nimh, Matt Pulsar, Jon Riggs, Michael Weber, Richard Webster, Jeremy
Weiss and Neal Scryer, of course!

Some of the content included from Neal Scryer:  A Scent Of Lavender,
Seance, Pendulum Experiment, Loopy and lots more!

Here are some from contributors:  Seal
Of Saturn—Larry Baukin; Clairvoyant
Cartomancy—Matt Pulsar; A Simple Truth—
Sudo Nimh; Statemental—Max Maven; Rose
Bowl—Michael Weber; Battery Pendulum—
Richard Webster; Dream Tarot—Zac Barkowski
and lots more!

Special Note: A lot of hard work from many
people has been vested in an effort to provide
serious members of our craft with this material.
Please don’t allow this put out on torrents—
it’s not fair to everyone buying this and to
contributors. Certainly not fair to you either.
Keep such material special.  Please guard our
secrets and our presentations and prevent as
our art from withering on the vine.  All of us
involved with this project sincerely wish you
much love and great success.

$115
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Too Good To Miss!
Maximum

Entertainment 2.0
By Ken Weber

Read Maximum Entertainment 2.0, the
MOST beloved and practical book for the

magician and mentalist who wants to rise above the crowd.
Revised. Expanded.

Now more than 75 pages longer, with tons of
amplifications, clarifications, and additions, all aimed toward
making you a better, stronger, more impactful performer.
Yet the same price as when it debuted in 2003.

There are no tricks in this book, but it’s loaded with secrets! The most important
secrets—techniques for mastering your audience! Through careful study, he
uncovered the many secrets that helps top performers stand apart from their peers.

He shares a blueprint for success in Maximum Entertainment 2.0 including:
How to be your own director. Puzzle, trick or extraordinary moment; Be sure
you know the difference!  How to precisely target the “BIG THREE” REACTIONS.
Discover the six pillars of entertainment success. You will never reach your
full potential until you master all six.  Learn essential tips for scripting and
rehearsing, and choosing the most powerful material.  Discover invaluable
voice tricks and language skills.  Do you know the smart way for magicians to be
funny? This book will show you. Immensely practical tips on music, sound and
lighting. Find out what the most successful performers do before, during and
even after every show.  Plus bonus chapters zeroing in on the special problems
faced by close-up magicians, “silent” acts and mentalists.

$40
Stagecraft For Magicians

By Terry Magelssen
OK... so you booked a show on THE stage!  How do
you prepare for it?  Details like...Lighting Fixtures,
Microphones, Backdrops, Special Effects, ATA Cases
are well as Building your team, Theater Anatomy,
Contract Riders, Working With Techs—there’s so much!

Endorsed by Tom Burgoon and David Sandy.

“The book is overdue and
Terry is sharing these
insights; tricks & tips to
becoming beter entertainers!”  --David Sandy

Highy Recommedned!     $30
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Stevens Magic Exclusive
Dice Mysteries
By Steve Drury

Dice Mysteries is a study into the world of
dice, aimed at the mystery performer. A
hardbound, dust-jacket covered book—it runs
at over 580 pages!  Steve has written the most
comprehensive tome on dice we have ever
witnessed.  Foreword is by Ronald J. Dayton.
Thanks for allowing Stevens Magic to
be your Exclusive Distributor of your
quality products.

This is an incredible tome on the history and
applications of dice.  A project that took Steve
years to put together and he has done so with
meticulous detail, and relentless pursuit to
contact leading dice experts around the world.

Special thanks to Terry Roses of Dr. X fame, for his contributions and sharing of
archival materials. Simply put and without any hesitation if you currently have a
passion for dice, from a gambling or magic or mentalism standpoint —this is the
definitive book that simply MUST be on your shelf.

It initially delves into its journey from the shaman to the layman, then through
history into its roles in society, religion and science, including various cultural and
indigenous perspectives. Many types of dice are reviewed, alongside their varied
uses, from reading systems to gambling and cheating plus performance applications
and routines.

Steve Drury’s own ideas are included throughout, plus there are varied supporting
contributions from: Les Cross, Richard Webster, Stephen Ball, David Berglas, Lior
Manor, Mark Chandaue, Richard Osterlind, Ronald J. Dayton, Pablo Amira, Docc
Hilford, T.C.Tahoe, Seamus Maguire, Dale Hildebrandt, Danny Proctor, Kenton
Knepper, Craig Conley, Steve Cook, Scott St Clair, Neal Scryer, Jackie McClements,
Cara Hamilton, Vito Gattullo and Sudo.   Access additional product photos
to view list of contents!

“One of the most impressive book I have seen in 2019!  Even the
best ad copy and product descriptions can’t due it the justice it
deserves”  --Joe Stevens

$125
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Steve Drury Presents...
Beyond Knowledge

By Steve Drury
Steve Drury is a respected and busy professional
magician and psychological entertainer who performs
across the UK and abroad, appearing at all types of
events. His repertoire ranges from presenting
alternative magic to more psychological
entertainment, including his own brand of
mysteriosophy.

Beyond Knowledge contains advanced information
intended for both mindful self–development as well
as psychological performance. Beyond Knowledge
is a study into intuition; related techniques and
development for performers. Books is hard bound
with 238 pages, it features Forewords by Paul

Voodini and Kenton Knepper. Alongside essays, many propless ‘affects’ and
techniques are included, also a contextual contribution by Bill Montana.
Much content can either be adapted for performance or for
use in self-development.

Beyond Knowledge contains rarely published, but
absolutely essential content that any serious
practitioner of the mental arts should focus homing
into.  Investment in self-development is what separates
the upper echelon from the rest of the performers.
It’s a necessary step in establishing the type of impact
and credibility that makes a lasting impression.

Book is hard bound with dustjacket and contains 238 pages and is 6 inches wide
x 9 inches tall

“Steve Drury takes the reader on a compelling
and enlightening journey through his studies
of “intuition, intuitive development and
related techniques.” Steve puts out quality
work and his releases are always worth a look,
so this is certainly recommended for those
whose style veers towards this type of material
and for those looking for new ideas and
techniques to use in their act.”
--Jheff Poncher; Marketplace of the Mind

$87
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Magic Speak

By Larry Baukin
This book is dedicated to the memory of Ron
Martin, Larry’s departed friend and go-to
collaborator. Ron was one of the great
innovators of the art of cold reading.

This book is a compilation of cold reading techniques.
These techniques and approaches to giving readings
represent many years of trial and error. In addition,
the volume is designed to be a practical manual for
both the beginner as well as the more advanced
practitioner. Larry also invites both mentalists and
magicians to take advantage of the variety offered

herein. He suggests that the reader commence his or her journey at the beginning
of the book taking each chapter in sequential order. However, this advice is by no
means the last word. In fact, if the reader prefers, the volume may be utilized as a
kind of reference tool enabling the reader to skip around in the chapters.

The book will contain scripts for readings derived from select mainstream psychology
texts that he has found useful and often powerful in dealing with issues that are
current in a client’s life. Often these texts, when presented with partial stacked
deck principles, come across as quite metaphysical in their expression. In using
the wealth of material that is sometimes buried within a non-magic book he has
striven to include only those bits and pieces that have worked for me as a professional
reader. For example, in applying the very basic structure of
Robert Greene’s mammoth work Mastery, he soon found myself
with the reputation of a metaphysical, intuitive career guide.

Finally, the volume will afford a quick and simple way to offer a
number of future forecasts that will not only enrich your
message, but be genuinely helpful to your client. And he won’t
even begin to describe a completely new way to present your
knowledge of the eight Myers-Briggs indicators in a style that is
purely metaphysical.

There is something waiting for you to use successfully within
these pages, hence, the book’s title, Magic Speak. The
deceptively simple choice of these two words is the book’s not
so hidden message. For magic, a sense of real, genuine magic
is what your client or sitter wants you to provide them. Allow

me to quote the poet, Edna St. Vincent Millay:
“Childhood is the kingdom where nobody
dies.” In the final analysis magic speak is the
language of the kingdom.

$150
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Stevens Magic Exclusive!
Real Secrets

TOO!
By Adam Milgate

Real Secrets TOO, is Adam
Milgate’s second book.  His first
book primarily focused on
marketing and promotion and is
still available today. Real Secrets
TOO, provides what magician’s

want most—awe inspiring powerful routines and
effects.  Make no mistake Adam delivers.

Whether you’re a hobbyist or performer, the key to
powerful magic is routines.  It is the creative process
that makes a lasting impression. The ole’ saying it’s

not “what” you do, but “how” you do it—is profound.  Adam is the rare talent that
has mastered the essential ingredients necessary to prove this point.  But his talents
exceed beyond, with his ability to teach the tricks, techniques and routines he has
learned through his lifetime of performing.   Every day we get phone calls from
customers and the two most popular questions are:  Do you have any good effects,
you can recommend and/or can you help me to create powerful routines?

I admire their question because it shows they understand the true essence of
performing.  The gimmicks or effects while essential in the overall picture are not
as important in the aggregate.  Adam understands this all too well.  This book is a
must read, regardless of your skillset, in the art of magic.  I’m excited to be able to
reference this book when we get these questions.

Save yourself hundreds of dollars and time with this investment—
buy this book!  A collection of professionally scripted tricks and routines straight
from the repertoire of a professional magician with more than 45-years experience.
This book is literally brimming with great magic and mentalism as well as advice
and tips from a true worker in the art of magic and entertainment.

You will learn:  16 full routine, scripted killer effects for stage, platform and
close up—some of which are original, some are routines for equipment you probably
already own.  Also included are five professional routines of close-up miracles,
including an entire act based on Jon Allen’s Destination Box.

Plus you will learn how one professional approaches the Emergency Act—two full
45-minute shows—a strolling close-up act that you can hand-carry easily on airlines

all over the world. This is an entire close-up act (not just card
tricks) that fits into one pocket for those ‘impromptu’ moments,
woth the price alone!

$65
Also Available at SME is Adam’s first book

Real Secrets—see website for details!
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James Solberg Exclusives!
BRAND NEW!
Easy Magic

Square
Methods And Tricks

If you ever wanted to perform
tricks with magic squares, but were
put off by the mental strain of

memorizing and calculating, this book is for you.
Three new methods (plus variations) for
constructing customized four-by-four magic
squares are revealed here for the first time.

Simpler than the methods in his other two books,
yet still powerful and versatile, Solberg’s new methods require no mathematics.
You can begin with any number placed in any cell.  Then you simply count through
the numbers, entering them in order (or backward) as fast as you can along a path
described by a few simple rules.  When you are done, you will have 52 patterns of
four numbers that add up to the same magic sum.  Although the final patterns
differ for each method, you will know where they will be even before you begin,
because they do not depend upon the starting number or position.

The three methods, along with several variations, are equally easy to learn and
equally applicable to any of the tricks, so you can pick out just one to learn based
solely upon the final patterns you prefer.

 $35

STILL AVAILABLE AT STEVENS MAGIC...

 $60  $50
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